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Abstract
Outcome-response (O-R) priming is at the core of various associative theories of
human intentional action. This is a simple and parsimonious mechanism by which
activation of outcome representations (e.g. thinking about the light coming on) leads
to activation of the associated motor patterns required to achieve it (e.g. pushing the
light switch). In the current manuscript we review the evidence for such O-R
associative links demonstrated by converging yet until now, separate, strands of
research. While there is a wealth of evidence that both the perceptual and
motivational properties of an outcome can be encoded in the O-R association and
mediate O-R priming, we critically examine the integration of these mechanisms and
the conditions under which motivational factors constrain the sensory O-R priming
effect. We discuss the clinical relevance of this O-R priming mechanism, whether it
can satisfactorily account for human goal-directed behaviour and the implications for
theories of human action control.
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1

1. Introduction

2

How are intentions translated into actions? Knowledge of the relationship between

3

actions and the outcomes that they produce is an essential pre-requisite for goal-

4

directed behaviour. If I wish to turn the light on, then prior experience tells me that

5

this can be achieved by pushing the light switch (and not for example a button on the

6

TV remote control). Many different associative theories are based upon the central

7

idea that in the course of exploration and learning, associative links between

8

responses (R) and outcome (O) representations are formed (Asratyan, 1974;

9

Gormezano & Tait, 1976; Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001; James,

10

1890). As a consequence, activation of the outcome representation (thinking about

11

the light coming on) leads to activation of the associated motor patterns required to

12

achieve it (pushing the light switch). Evidence for such O-R associative links comes

13

from multiple converging strands of research showing that presentation (or

14

anticipation) of outcomes activates associated motor responses and that preparing

15

motor responses activates anticipation of outcomes. But how and under what

16

circumstances do motivational factors constrain such effects? In the current

17

manuscript we review O-R priming effects, focusing on the integration of sensory and

18

motivational aspects of action control.

19
20

2. Theories of Action Control

21

Various models of human behaviour contain an O-R mechanism that either partly or

22

fully drives action control. Investigations into O-R priming effects have been

23

conducted in the fields of both human psychology and animal learning, although

24

these two research traditions have remained relatively separate and maintained a

25

separate emphasis of investigation. Ideomotor theorists (e.g. Hommel, 2009;

26

Hommel et al., 2001; James, 1890; Lotze, 1852) have tended to focus on how

27

perceptual and sensory outcomes (or ‘action effects’) are translated into appropriate

28

motor sequences in humans, and the factors that affect the frequency, speed and

29

efficiency of this process. By contrast, researchers from the field of animal

30

associative learning have mostly used motivationally relevant outcomes (such as

31

food; e.g. Asratyan, 1974; Gormezano & Tait, 1976; Pavlov, 1927) and directly

32

investigated the conditions under which actions are driven not only by knowledge of

33

(perceptual) O-R relationships but also modulated by changes in the current

34

motivational significance of those outcomes (Adams & Dickinson, 1981). Based on

35

this work (the findings of which are discussed in more detail below: see section

36

“Modulation of O-R priming by changes in outcome value “) some theories of action

37

control, such as recent formulations of the associative-cybernetic model (S. de Wit &

3

38

Dickinson, 2009), include an OR mechanism as one path to action but supplement

39

this with a forward RO pathway to fully capture goal-directed action control.

40
41

In recent years, many human studies have been conducted with the aim of shedding

42

light on the role of sensory and motivational outcomes in O-R priming. In the

43

remainder of this manuscript we will review research investigating the O-R

44

mechanism, including studies that have utilized ideomotor O-R priming paradigms

45

and paradigms derived from research into animal learning. We will then assess the

46

degree to which this O-R priming mechanism is modulated by motivational factors

47

and discuss whether a simple O-R model can be a sufficient account of intentional

48

human behaviour.

49
50

It should be noted that there are differing views on how the associative links between

51

responses and the outcomes they produce are formed. The bi-directional hypothesis

52

assumes that bi-directional R-O associations are formed during training as a

53

consequence of the causal relationship between the instrumental response and the

54

outcome, allowing for later ‘backwards’ response priming in the O-R direction (Elsner

55

& Hommel, 2004; Pavlov, 1932; Rescorla, 1992). Others have argued that contextual

56

stimuli generate expectancy of the outcome (“O”) that precedes the response,

57

leading to the formation of O-R associations (where the associatively retrieved

58

outcome representation effectively functions as an antecedent stimulus; Trapold &

59

Overmier, 1972). O-R links can also be generated in blocked designs where single

60

instrumental response contingencies are trained separately (i.e. R1-O1-R1-O1 in one

61

block and R2-O2-R2-O2 in another block, as is common in animal studies; Ostlund &

62

Balleine, 2007). These blocked designs ensure that the outcome presentation of one

63

trial precedes execution of the response, and can thus function as a discriminative

64

cue (i.e., O1 primes R1 and O2 primes R2). Evidence for different types of O-R

65

associations has been reported (Alarcón, Bonardi, & Delamater, 2017; Gilroy,

66

Everett, & Delamater, 2014; Ostlund & Balleine, 2007; Rescorla, 1992).

67

Distinguishing between these various accounts is beyond the scope of the current

68

manuscript although the implications for understanding the role of motivation are

69

discussed in more detail below: see section “Implications for theories of action

70

control”.

71
72

3. Outcome Anticipation and O-R priming

73

In this section we review studies that have investigated outcome anticipation and the

74

sensory and affective components of outcome representations. We also review

4

75

evidence for the O-R priming mechanism from various strands of research utilizing

76

instrumental discrimination paradigms and response-priming tasks in which

77

outcomes are presented either directly to participants or are signalled indirectly (via

78

Pavlovian cues).

79
80

3.1. Representation of sensory and affective outcomes

81

The consequences of our outcomes are subjectively perceived to occur earlier in

82

time (closer to the response) than responses that were carried out by others or are

83

unexpected - an effect known as intentional binding (Moore & Obhi, 2012).

84

Furthermore, the sensory properties of produced outcomes are attenuated, both

85

subjectively and in terms of their cortical response (Desantis, Roussel, & Waszak,

86

2014). These findings are often attributed as evidence for sensory O-R binding that

87

occurs when we anticipate outcomes. Some researchers have used neuroimaging

88

and electrophysiological techniques to more directly demonstrate anticipation of

89

sensory outcomes (Band, van Steenbergen, Ridderinkhof, Falkenstein, & Hommel,

90

2009; Kühn & Brass, 2010; Kühn, Keizer, Rombouts, & Hommel, 2010; Pfister,

91

Melcher, Kiesel, Dechent, & Gruber, 2014; Vincent, Hsu, & Waszak, 2016; Waszak &

92

Herwig, 2007; Zwosta, Ruge, & Wolfensteller, 2015). In the study of Kühn and

93

colleagues (2010), for example, participants were asked to prepare either hand or

94

facial actions, during which anticipatory activations in the relevant perceptual areas

95

(extrastriate body area and fusiform face area respectively) were observed. In an

96

attempt to compare sensory and affective outcome representations, Vincent and

97

colleagues used EEG and investigated the prediction error signal generated by

98

unexpected outcomes (Vincent et al., 2016). Participants pushed four response keys

99

that consistently yielded the same picture of a face (either an adult’s or child’s face

100

with either a positive or negative expression). However, occasionally a key press

101

would yield an unexpected picture – these could differ across category (e.g. a child’s

102

face would be presented instead of an adult’s) or could differ across valence (e.g. a

103

positive child’s face would be presented instead of a negative child’s face) or could

104

differ across both dimensions. The authors demonstrated that all unexpected

105

outcomes, whether differing across category, valence or both dimensions, generated

106

a similar prediction error signal leading them to conclude that the affective and

107

sensory aspects of an outcome are represented together.

108

3.2. Instrumental Discrimination Studies

109

The role of outcome anticipation in action selection has been investigated with a

110

variety of instrumental discrimination paradigms in both animals and humans in
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111

which anticipated outcomes interfere with, or facilitate, ongoing actions. de Wit and

112

colleagues, for example, showed that participants learned to perform biconditional

113

instrumental S:RO discriminations at a slower rate when the discriminative

114

stimulus (a fruit image) preceding one response was the same as the outcome (a

115

fruit image) following a different response (S. de Wit, Corlett, Aitken, Dickinson, &

116

Fletcher, 2009; S. de Wit, Niry, Wariyar, Aitken, & Dickinson, 2007; S. de Wit, van de

117

Vijver, & Ridderinkhof, 2014). For example, in the easy, congruent discrimination, a

118

picture of an orange signalled that pressing right would be rewarded with an orange.

119

In contrast, in the incongruent discrimination, a picture of a pear signalled that

120

pressing right led to an apple, while on other trials an apple stimulus signalled that

121

pressing left was rewarded with a pear. This interference comes about because the

122

response signalled by the discriminative stimulus (S-R) conflicts with the response

123

triggered by the outcome anticipation (O-R priming).

124
125

Similarly, the ‘differential outcomes effect’ refers to the phenomenon that

126

discriminative learning of multiple instrumental stimulus-response-outcome (S-R-O)

127

relationships is superior when multiple unique outcomes are employed (e.g., S1:R1-

128

O1; S2:R2-O2) compared to when the outcome is the same across the different S-R-

129

O relationships (e.g., S:R1-O1; S2:R2-O1; Trapold, 1970; Mok & Overmier, 2007;

130

see for review: Urcuioli, 2005). It is argued that in the latter condition, anticipation of

131

the instrumental outcome activates both associated responses via O-R associations,

132

regardless of which response is signalled to be correct by the discriminative stimulus.

133

The ‘differential outcomes effect’ provides support, therefore, for the O-R

134

mechanism. This effect can be observed not only with rewarding outcomes (Trapold,

135

1970), but also with purely sensory outcomes, (e.g., Fedorchak & Bolles, 1986).

136
137

In an example of response facilitation by outcome anticipation, a number of studies

138

have shown that responses followed by perceptually congruent outcomes are

139

executed faster (Gaschler & Nattkemper, 2012; Pfister, Kiesel, & Hoffmann, 2011;

140

Pfister, Kiesel, & Melcher, 2010). This perceptual congruency effect was

141

demonstrated by Pfister and colleagues (2010) who showed that, for example, right

142

responses were carried out faster when the associated outcome was presented on

143

the right side of the screen, relative to when the outcome was presented on the left

144

(as is observed with stimulus-response spatial congruency in the classic Simon

145

effect; Simon & Berbaum, 1990; Simon & Rudell, 1967). It is clear, however, that

146

particular task setups can reduce the impact of outcome anticipation on ongoing

147

response selection. The use of very simple, explicitly instructed, stimulus-response
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148

mappings seem to eradicate the facilitatory effects of perceptually congruent

149

responses and outcomes (Gozli, Huffman, & Pratt, 2016; Herwig, Prinz, & Waszak,

150

2007; Herwig & Waszak, 2009; Pfister et al., 2011, 2010; Zwosta, Ruge, &

151

Wolfensteller, 2013).

152
153

3.3. Direct O-R priming

154

Direct presentation of outcomes can also trigger responses that previously led to

155

them. In a line of research that originates in animal studies, researchers studying

156

reinstatement have utilized direct O-R priming using food (and drug) rewards. For

157

example, in rats, consumption of a small amount of food has been shown to reinstate

158

a previously extinguished response that used to yield that reward (Ostlund &

159

Balleine, 2007; review: H. de Wit, 1996). Likewise in humans, it has been

160

demonstrated that presentation of the rewarding outcome (e.g. picture of a food or

161

drug outcome) on a computer screen can also prime associated responses (Hogarth,

162

2012; Hogarth & Chase, 2011; Watson, Wiers, Hommel, Ridderinkhof, & de Wit,

163

2016). For example, Hogarth and Chase (2011) showed that presenting pictures of

164

chocolate or cigarettes on screen selectively increased responding on a key that

165

previously yielded the depicted rewards.

166
167

Ideomotor theorists developed an alternative way to assess O-R priming with the

168

classic two-stage ideomotor paradigm in which novel S-R instructions interfere with

169

previously learned O-R associations (Elsner & Hommel, 2001). During the training

170

phase participants learned the relationships between responses and outcomes. For

171

example, a right key press was always followed by a high-pitched tone and a left key

172

press was followed by a low-pitched tone (see Figure 1 for schematic). In the test

173

phase, the two tones were presented as discriminative stimuli and participants were

174

either instructed to make the same response as during training (congruent mapping

175

group; e.g. a high tone should be followed by a right key press) or were asked to

176

make the opposite response to that which was learned during training (incongruent

177

mapping group; the high tone should be followed by a left key press). Elsner and

178

Hommel (2001) showed that participants in the incongruent group were slower to

179

respond than those in the congruent group, suggesting that presentation of the tone

180

outcomes automatically elicited the associated behavioural response, which then

181

interfered with selection of the correct (incongruent) response. Using similar designs,

182

this effect has been replicated hundreds of times (see for review: Shin, Proctor, &

183

Capaldi, 2010) although the two-stage paradigm does appear to be difficult to scale

184

up to more complex situations (Watson, van Steenbergen, de Wit, Wiers, & Hommel,
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185

2015). There is also evidence to suggest that such response priming can occur even

186

when the outcomes are not consciously perceived during the test phase (Kunde,

187

2004). The strength of the two-stage paradigm is that subtle RT effects as the result

188

of O-R priming can be detected independently of explicit intentions to perform

189

specific responses. In other words, O-R priming effects are less likely to be the result

190

of explicit strategies (e.g., upon hearing the high-pitched tone: “the experimenter

191

probably wishes me to press the key that previously led to this outcome”). However,

192

studies using the two-stage paradigm to study direct O-R priming in humans have

193

used purely sensory (perceptual) outcomes such as shapes and tones that have

194

limited motivational significance.

195

196
197
198
199
200

Figure 1: Classic two-stage ideomotor paradigm. During the test phase the outcomes now
function as discriminative stimuli and participants in the incongruent group are instructed to
make the opposite response.

201

A possible O-R priming effect has also been demonstrated by Aarts and Dijksterhuis

202

using their ‘goal-priming’ paradigm (2000a, 2000b). In a typical study of this series,

203

travel destinations were used that during a pilot study had already been identified as

204

destinations where nearly everybody either cycled or took the train. During the task,

205

these destinations were presented on the screen as discriminate stimuli and

206

participants had to respond (verbally) with either a typical (i.e. bike/train) or atypical

207

mode of travel. Participants in the atypical condition made more errors suggesting

208

that the destination outcome triggered a ‘typical mode of travel’ response via an O-R

209

priming mechanism. While this paradigm arguably has strong ecological validity, it is

210

difficult to assess the precise underlying mechanisms driving such an effect.

211
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212

3.4. Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer (PIT)

213

Seeing someone enjoy a large slice of chocolate cake can trigger a trip to the bakery,

214

but even merely being reminded of chocolate cakes by environmental cues is

215

sufficient to lead to the bakery-visiting response. This indirect priming of instrumental

216

responses by environmental cues can be demonstrated using the outcome-specific

217

PIT task which has been extensively used in animal research (review: Cartoni,

218

Balleine, & Baldassarre, 2016; review: Holmes, Marchand, & Coutureau, 2010;

219

Rescorla & Solomon, 1967) but more recently also in human studies. To illustrate,

220

participants in the experiment of Bray and colleagues (2008), first underwent

221

Pavlovian S-O training and learned the relationships between simple geometric

222

shapes and drink outcomes (e.g. a square predicted delivery of chocolate milk and a

223

circle predicted delivery of orange juice; see Figure 2). In a separate instrumental R-

224

O training phase they then learned that a left key press yielded chocolate milk and a

225

right key press yielded orange juice. In the transfer test phase (conducted in

226

extinction), participants were free to respond on either response key while

227

occasionally the Pavlovian cues were presented. The classic outcome-specific PIT

228

effect was observed such that the square (previously associated with the chocolate

229

milk) caused participants to respond more on the left key, while the circle (associated

230

with orange juice) biased responding towards the right key. As the Pavlovian stimuli

231

had never been directly paired with either response it is argued that the Pavlovian

232

stimuli elicited anticipation of the outcome, which then activated the associated motor

233

response (indirect S-O-R priming).

234
235
236
237

Figure 2: Classic Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer paradigm. The integration of
separately learned S-O and O-R associations are examined in a test phase in which the
Pavlovian stimuli are presented and response choice measured. Indirect O-R priming (PIT)
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238
239

occurs when anticipation of the chocolate milk (generated by the square stimulus) causes
participants to push more on the left (chocolate milk yielding) key.

240
241

Other human PIT studies have employed similar designs with different types of

242

motivationally relevant outcomes, such as food rewards (Bray, Rangel, Shimojo,

243

Balleine, & O’Doherty, 2008; Eder & Dignath, 2016b; Morris, Quail, Griffiths, Green,

244

& Balleine, 2015; Prévost, Liljeholm, Tyszka, & O’Doherty, 2012; Quail, Morris, &

245

Balleine, 2016; Watson, Wiers, Hommel, & de Wit, 2014; Watson et al., 2016),

246

cigarette, alcohol and monetary rewards (Allman, DeLeon, Cataldo, Holland, &

247

Johnson, 2010; Eder & Dignath, 2016a; Hogarth, Dickinson, Wright, Kouvaraki, &

248

Duka, 2007; Jeffs & Duka, 2017; Martinovic et al., 2014), but also more abstract

249

rewards (e.g. points: Nadler, Delgado, & Delamater, 2011; Paredes-Olay, Abad,

250

Gámez, & Rosas, 2002). The PIT effect appears, therefore, to be relevant for

251

understanding behaviours generated towards procurement of appetitive outcomes in

252

our environment.

253
254

Of course, much of our instrumental behaviour is also directed towards the

255

prevention of aversive outcomes occurring. To this end, avoidance PIT paradigms

256

have also been developed - where Pavlovian stimuli signal an aversive outcome -

257

causing participants to make a response that during instrumental training prevented

258

that outcome from occurring (Campese, McCue, Lázaro-Muñoz, LeDoux, & Cain,

259

2013; Garofalo & Robbins, 2017; Lewis, Niznikiewicz, Delamater, & Delgado, 2013).

260

Relatedly, a number of studies have also investigated conditioned inhibition in PIT

261

(Alarcón & Bonardi, 2016; Laurent & Balleine, 2015; Quail, Laurent, & Balleine,

262

2017). During Pavlovian training, a particular CS is always reinforced, unless it is

263

presented alongside the conditioned inhibitor – a CS whose presence signals the

264

absence of that particular reward. In line with the idea that the conditioned inhibitor

265

suppresses the outcome representation, O-R priming is reduced in the presence of

266

the conditioned inhibitor (Alarcón & Bonardi, 2016; Quail et al., 2017) and in some

267

situations, responding for the alternative reward is boosted (Laurent & Balleine,

268

2015).

269
270

We should note that a related group of studies have used a simpler version of the

271

PIT paradigm, in which only a single response was trained (e.g., S1-O, followed by

272

R1-O) to show the motivating (and inhibitory) effects of Pavlovian cues on ongoing

273

appetitive (and avoidance) responses towards either monetary or chocolate rewards

274

(in humans; Colagiuri & Lovibond, 2015; Garbusow et al., 2015; Garofalo & di
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275

Pellegrino, 2015; Guitart-Masip et al., 2011; Lovibond & Colagiuri, 2013; Talmi,

276

Seymour, Dayan, & Dolan, 2008). However, because these studies only included

277

one instrumental response, it is unclear whether the facilitatory effect observed is a

278

specific O-R priming effect or whether the Pavlovian cues boosted the motor system

279

generally and thereby increased overall response vigour (an effect known as ‘general

280

PIT’; Chiu, Cools, & Aron, 2014; Corbit & Balleine, 2005; Corbit, Janak, & Balleine,

281

2007; Holland, 2004). We know that this general effect can occur from elegant

282

studies that disentangle specific and general PIT effects. For example, Corbit and

283

Balleine (2005) showed within a single paradigm that Pavlovian stimuli for

284

instrumental outcomes (CS1-O1 and CS2-O2) would specifically enhance

285

performance of responses that previously led to those outcomes (R1-O1 and R2-

286

O2), while a CS for a third non-instrumental, outcome led to increased performance

287

of both (R1 and R2) responses relative to baseline. The general motivating effect of

288

Pavlovian cues on ongoing response behaviour is reduced if the general outcome is

289

not currently desired (Corbit, Janak, & Balleine, 2007; Watson et al., 2014).

290
291

4. Motivational modulation of O-R priming

292

As has been outlined in preceding sections, there is a wealth of evidence showing

293

that O-R priming is a simple mechanism that explains how anticipation of outcomes

294

can lead to the selection of the appropriate responses that will result in that outcome

295

(or prevention of an aversive outcome). There is also evidence that both the

296

perceptual and motivational properties of an outcome can be encoded in the

297

outcome representation. A more complex question, however, is whether the

298

motivational significance of outcomes constrains whether or not the associated

299

action is carried out. If, as evidence suggests, outcome presentation (or mere

300

anticipation) can trigger responses associated with similar perceptual and affective

301

outcomes, it begs the question of why we are not automatons, stuck in endless

302

action loops whereby outcomes in the environment constantly trigger actions,

303

triggering outcomes, triggering actions and so forth (Konorski, 1967; Pezzulo,

304

Baldassarre, Butz, Castelfranchi, & Hoffmann, 2007). Clearly, our behaviour needs to

305

be constrained in a specific manner by motivational factors, namely “is this outcome

306

worth pursuing at this moment in time”? Being reminded of chocolate cakes may

307

activate the associated response representation (head to the bakery), but to what

308

degree is activation or its impact on action control mediated by the degree to which

309

the chocolate cake is currently desired? In the following sections we first review

310

studies that have shown that outcome value can mediate the O-R priming effect and

311

then assess the evidence for modulation by the current desirability of outcomes.
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312
313

4.1. Contrasting O-R priming by high and low value outcomes

314

Using the classic two-stage ideomotor paradigm an interesting set of studies have

315

contrasted positive and negative outcomes and subsequent priming of actions that

316

previously led to a different, yet affectively similar, outcome (Beckers, De Houwer, &

317

Eelen, 2002; Eder, Rothermund, De Houwer, & Hommel, 2014; Lavender & Hommel,

318

2007). Participants in the study of Beckers and colleagues (2002) first underwent R-

319

O training, learning that one response was followed by an electric shock and another

320

response was not. In the test phase participants saw words (either positive or

321

negative) and were instructed to make one response for verbs and the other for

322

nouns (using the same two response keys as during the training phase). An affective

323

congruency effect was observed such that the response associated with the electric

324

shock was carried out faster for negatively valenced words while the other response

325

(associated with the absence of shock) was carried out faster for positive words.

326

Similar results were found by Eder and colleagues (2014) using positive and

327

negatively valenced pictures during the training phase rather than electric shocks.

328

Related studies used compound stimuli during a test phase to examine whether a CS

329

predictive of an aversive shock would bias participants to carry out that action (Claes,

330

Crombez, Franssen, & Vlaeyen, 2016; Claes, Vlaeyen, & Crombez, 2016). In one of

331

these studies for example, participants were presented with two discriminative stimuli

332

signalling that one response would be punished with an electric shock and the other

333

reinforced with a lottery ticket. Each of these discriminative stimuli was then

334

combined with a coloured shape that during a Pavlovian training phase had signalled

335

either the reward or the aversive shock. In contrast to the aforementioned studies,

336

the authors did not find any evidence for increased responding for the aversive shock

337

outcome in the presence of the electric shock CS (Claes, Crombez, et al., 2016;

338

Claes, Vlaeyen, et al., 2016). However, the tests in these studies were not performed

339

in extinction (the shock outcome was delivered if participants made the shock

340

response), meaning that participants were able to continually adjust their behaviour

341

based on the aversive feedback. In addition the explicit choice between the two

342

outcomes (offered by the two discriminative stimuli) might have reduced any O-R

343

priming effects (a point we return to later). This is nonetheless an intriguing paradigm

344

and could be used to explore further the conditions under which O-R priming is

345

mediated by the aversive properties of an outcome. The existing evidence that a

346

response that previously led to an aversive outcome can be primed more readily in

347

some situations (Beckers et al, 2002; Eder et al., 2014) is counterintuitive when we
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348

consider the role of this mechanism in goal-directed behaviour, a point that we will

349

return to in a later section.

350
351

In another study using food outcomes, Watson and colleagues (Watson et al., 2016)

352

examined both direct O-R priming (with pictures of food outcomes that had been

353

associated during the training phase with particular responses) and indirect S-O-R

354

priming (using Pavlovian stimuli that had previously been associated with those food

355

pictures, but never with a response). In an instrumental learning phase,

356

discriminative stimuli signalled whether a left or right key was the correct response

357

and whether it would be rewarded with a picture of a palatable, high-calorie outcome

358

or with a relatively bland, low-calorie food picture. Each response key was assigned

359

to one high- and one low-calorie outcome (e.g., S1: R1 potato chips ; S2: R2

360

chocolate; S3: R1lettuce; S4: R2courgette). This design ensured that there was

361

no baseline response preference based on the calorie content of the food outcomes,

362

thereby allowing for independent assessment of the effect of outcome value on O-R

363

priming. To this end, during the test phase, participants saw the food pictures (or

364

Pavlovian stimuli previously associated with the food pictures) and were asked to

365

spontaneously select a key as quickly as possible, every time that a picture

366

appeared. Even though participants did not sample the food during the task (only

367

beforehand in a taste test), results showed that the palatable, high-calorie food

368

pictures (or Pavlovian stimuli previously associated with these) more frequently

369

primed the relevant instrumental response, relative to the low-calorie food outcomes.

370

A similar but more complex design was used by Muhle-Karbe and Krebs (2012) to

371

show that when used as task-irrelevant primes, high value outcomes interfere more

372

with explicit task instructions. Using a two-stage design, responses were first

373

associated with coloured squares (where the colour indicated the reward value).

374

During the second phase, participants were explicitly told that no rewards would be

375

given. A new set of discriminative stimuli signalled the correct response to make. The

376

coloured squares (outcomes from phase 1) were then presented as task-irrelevant

377

primes (just before the discriminative stimulus) and could be either congruent or

378

incongruent in respect to the previous response mapping. The authors found that

379

incongruent responses were carried out slower on trials that were primed by the

380

high-reward colour, suggesting that the presentation of the outcome in Phase 2

381

triggered the previously learned response (via an O-R mechanism) and that this

382

priming effect was more difficult to overcome in the high-value condition. In addition,

383

Muhle-Karbe and Krebs (2012) found that the degree to which high-reward primes

384

interfered with performance on incongruent trials was related to a self-report
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385

measure of reward sensitivity. Taken together, these two studies suggest that the O-

386

R priming mechanism is sensitive to outcome value and that O-R priming is more

387

pronounced in the context of high-reward outcomes.

388
389

Another set of studies have attempted to investigate O-R priming in more

390

ecologically valid experiments, for example, using task set ups where multiple

391

outcomes of various reward value are in view rather than only one outcome (or

392

Pavlovian CS) being visible on each trial. These studies suggest that the affective

393

properties of outcomes can have subtle yet measureable effects on ongoing

394

responses directed towards an outcome in another location, by biasing the

395

trajectories of movements in the direction of the alternative (not to be approached)

396

outcome (Dignath, Pfister, Eder, Kiesel, & Kunde, 2014; Herwig & Horstmann, 2011;

397

Hommel, Lippelt, Gurbuz, & Pfister, 2016; Pfister, Janczyk, Wirth, Dignath, & Kunde,

398

2014). This work, in which O-R priming is investigated in a richer environment, offers

399

an interesting avenue for future research – although it would be interesting to

400

examine situations when interference from alternative outcomes is definitely

401

mediated by learned O-R associations (and cannot simply be the result of

402

interference by a Pavlovian approach response).

403
404

4.2. Modulation of O-R priming by changes in outcome value

405

These aforementioned studies did not demonstrate that O-R priming is immediately

406

sensitive to changes in outcome value. It is possible that instead outcome value

407

affected the learning process and thereby the strength of the O-R associations. In

408

order to investigate whether behaviour is based on the current desirability of the

409

anticipated outcome, animal researchers have developed the classic outcome-

410

devaluation paradigm. Following an instrumental R-O learning phase, one of the

411

outcomes is devalued (through e.g. satiation) and behaviour is then assessed in

412

extinction. If the subject selectively reduces responding for the now devalued

413

outcome then it is behaving in a goal-directed manner. With this paradigm, it has

414

been shown that under certain circumstances humans and other animals are able to

415

modify their behaviour based on the currently anticipated positive or negative

416

consequences of their actions (Adams & Dickinson, 1981; Balleine & O’Doherty,

417

2010; S. de Wit & Dickinson, 2009). However, the critical question here is whether

418

the O-R mechanism gives rise to behaviour that is immediately modulated by

419

outcome value.

420
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421

To investigate this issue, reinstatement and PIT studies in animals have investigated

422

the effect of outcome devaluation on O-R priming. Against the notion of adaptive

423

motivational modulation of the O-R mechanism, several animal studies have shown

424

that after devaluation of the food outcome through satiation or food aversion (induced

425

sickness), animals will continue to respond for food rewards when primed with a

426

small piece of that food outcome (Eiserer, 1978; Ostlund & Balleine, 2007) or when

427

indirectly primed by Pavlovian cues previously associated with that food outcome

428

(Holland, 2004; Rescorla, 1994). Studies in humans have employed outcome

429

devaluation, through for example satiation, to test whether O-R priming is

430

immediately sensitive to shifts in motivation. Some of these studies, using food and

431

cigarette rewards, report that O-R priming is not reduced when outcomes are no

432

longer desirable (Hogarth, 2012; Hogarth & Chase, 2011; van Steenbergen, Watson,

433

Wiers, Hommel, & de Wit, 2017; Verhoeven, Watson, & de Wit, 2018; Watson et al.,

434

2014). Watson and colleagues (2014), for example, first trained participants to make

435

one keyboard response for chocolate Smarties and another response for popcorn. In

436

a separate Pavlovian training phase, participants then learned the relationships

437

between abstract patterns and the delivery of these same food outcomes. During a

438

devaluation phase, participants ate one of the foods to satiety. This selective-satiety

439

manipulation was successful as indicated by the fact that participants selectively

440

reduced responding for the devalued reward when tested in the absence of the

441

Pavlovian cues. However, when the patterns associated with either popcorn or

442

Smarties were presented on screen, participants responded more frequently for the

443

signalled reward, regardless of whether the outcome was currently desired or not.

444

Similarly, Hogarth and colleagues investigated the role of satiation, health warnings

445

and nicotine replacement therapy but did not find a reduced O-R priming effect for

446

cigarettes in smokers (Hogarth, 2012; Hogarth & Chase, 2011). Together, this series

447

of studies suggests that in the absence of external cues, individuals rely on both the

448

knowledge of instrumental R-O relationships and the motivational significance of

449

those outcomes to behave in a goal-directed manner and choose the still-valuable

450

outcome (e.g. the non-sated food). However, when triggered by external cues (either

451

directly by outcomes through O-R or indirectly by Pavlovian stimuli through S-O-R),

452

the response-priming effect is not flexibly modulated by changes in outcome value.

453

Similar conclusions were reported by Garofalo and Robbins (2017) using an aversive

454

PIT paradigm where the outcomes were aversive sounds presented to participants

455

over headphones. Here, participants continued to make the avoidance responses in

456

the presence of Pavlovian stimuli that signalled the aversive outcomes, even when
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457

the headphones had been removed and the sounds could no longer be delivered (i.e.

458

outcome devaluation).

459
460

4.3. Factors influencing sensitivity of O-R priming to motivation

461

The studies reviewed above demonstrate mixed results as to whether O-R priming is

462

sensitive to the motivational value of the outcome. Some of these different findings

463

could be due to when precisely the motivational manipulation took place. In the study

464

of Watson and colleagues (2014) both outcomes were equally desirable during the

465

R-O training phase before subsequent devaluation of one of them immediately prior

466

to the test phase (see also Garofalo & Robbins, 2017; Hogarth, 2012; Hogarth &

467

Chase, 2011; van Steenbergen et al., 2017). The studies, highlighted above, that

468

observed stronger response priming for high-value outcomes (Muhle-Karbe & Krebs,

469

2012; Watson et al., 2016), in contrast, tended to use outcomes that already differed

470

in motivational significance at the start of the experiment. It is therefore possible (as

471

suggested for instance by Muhle-Karbe and Krebs, 2012) that stronger associative

472

bonds between response and outcome representations were formed for high-value

473

outcomes during training, leading to differences in the strength of O-R priming at test.

474

Therefore, it is feasible that O-R learning is sensitive to outcome value, but that O-R

475

priming in the presence of external cues is generally not flexibly modulated by

476

changes in outcome value. This hypothesis does, however, warrant future

477

investigation as Verhoeven and colleagues did not find any evidence that O-R

478

priming was reduced when participants read health warnings before the training

479

phases compared to a group that read them before the test phase (Verhoeven et al.,

480

2018).

481
482

A related issue that should be noted is that not all combined devaluation-PIT studies

483

provided evidence for motivational insensitivity of O-R priming. There have been four

484

human studies that did find that indirect O-R priming was reduced following a post-

485

training devaluation manipulation (Allman et al., 2010; Eder & Dignath, 2016a;

486

2016b; Seabrooke, Le Pelley, Hogarth, & Mitchell, 2017). Three of these studies

487

used designs that may have encouraged participants to adopt a more explicit

488

strategy when performing the task - by using a stock market paradigm in which value

489

was instructed (Allman et al., 2010; Eder & Dignath, 2016a) or by presenting novel

490

compound stimuli during the test phase (Seabrooke et al, 2017; see also Claes et al.,

491

2016). Seabrooke and colleagues (2017) for example, used a modified PIT design

492

where each response was paired with two different food outcomes. During the

493

devaluation phase, taste aversion was used to devalue one of the outcomes
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494

associated with each response. Finally during the test phase, participants were

495

presented with a compound stimulus that signalled both one devalued outcome

496

(associated with one response) and one still-valuable outcome (associated with the

497

other response) – this novel stimulus may have explicitly signalled to participants that

498

a choice should be made between the two responses. The extent to which

499

participants adopt an explicit strategy as opposed to relying on learned associations

500

is an important variable to consider. Recently, there have been several attempts to

501

show that the PIT effect can, at least in some cases, be driven by explicit, reasoned

502

expectations rather than associative processes. To the degree that PIT is driven by

503

an explicit choice strategy, it could be expected to be sensitive to goal value. It is

504

challenging to ascertain the degree to which associative processes contribute to PIT,

505

but certainly it seems plausible that these can sometimes be overridden. It is likely

506

that, depending on exact task instructions and conditions, participants use different

507

strategies when choosing which outcome to respond for. For example, a unique

508

feature of the O-R priming studies that did show insensitivity to outcome devaluation

509

(Hogarth, 2012; Hogarth & Chase, 2011; Watson et al., 2014) is that participants

510

were instructed during the instrumental (and test) phases that whilst they would not

511

be told which reward was available, only one reward was available on each trial.

512

Although not formally demonstrated, this instruction likely encourages participants to

513

sample both response keys during the test phase and may therefore make choice

514

behaviour more susceptible to the biasing effect of the cues that are presented. In

515

addition, recent studies have shown that O-R priming can be attenuated, and even

516

reversed, with verbal instructions regarding the informative status of the Pavlovian

517

stimulus (Hogarth et al., 2014; Seabrooke, Hogarth, & Mitchell, 2016). One way to

518

explain these findings is by positing that, in PIT experiments, associative O-R

519

processes can be overridden when an explicit strategy is encouraged. Another

520

source of evidence for a role of explicit reasoning processes in PIT paradigms is

521

observations that the PIT effect only occurs in a subset of ‘aware’ participants who

522

can correctly report the S-O and O-R contingencies (Jeffs & Duka, 2017; Seabrooke

523

et al., 2016). However, we should point out that these correlational findings do not

524

constitute direct evidence for a causal link between explicit contingency knowledge

525

and behavioural performance.

526
527

The other study that provided evidence for reduced outcome-specific PIT after

528

outcome devaluation was conducted by Eder and Dignath (2016b). They used drink

529

outcomes and devalued one of these by adding an aversive-tasting flavour. Although

530

the authors argue that the stronger devaluation treatment (taste aversion) was more
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531

effective than other studies that did not find a reduced PIT effect, these results are

532

not in line with animal and human studies that have used similar devaluation

533

methods and still observed intact O-R priming (Holland, 2004; Rescorla, 1994;

534

Seabrooke et al., 2017: Experiment 1). Furthermore, although the outcomes were not

535

presented during the test phase, the devaluation effect was only observed in

536

Experiment 1 when participants experienced the aversive-tasting outcome just prior

537

to, and half way through, the test phase (i.e. the test was arguably not performed in

538

extinction). The devaluation effect was not replicated in Experiment 2 which was

539

performed in extinction. Of course, human behaviour is rarely performed in

540

extinction and so the study of Eder and Dignath (2016b) does have some ecological

541

validity in that regard, but these results can only offer limited input to the discussion

542

of whether the O-R priming mechanism is directly sensitive to changes in outcome

543

value.

544
545

In summary, the available evidence suggests that responses associated with high-

546

value outcomes (throughout training and testing) are primed faster and more

547

frequently, lending support to the notion that the O-R priming mechanism is weighted

548

by differences in incentive value of outcomes. However, the fact that some studies

549

found that O-R priming could be demonstrated with aversive outcomes, is surprising

550

(Beckers et al., 2002; Eder et al., 2014). It seems maladaptive for the O-R

551

mechanism to give rise to behaviour that enhances the probability of an aversive

552

outcome, and at first glance certainly not in line with the idea that this mechanism

553

leads to behaviour that is guided by outcome value. In addition, doubts remain as to

554

whether this mechanism is goal-directed in the sense that it is influenced by changes

555

in the current outcome value. Most PIT studies so far have provided evidence for a

556

lack of motivational flexibility, by showing that post-learning reductions of outcome

557

value failed to reduce O-R priming. Finally, it appears that certain paradigms and

558

instructions can cause cue-elicited behaviour to be overridden by explicit strategies

559

and the contribution of associative processes versus explicit expectations remains a

560

matter of dispute, but may prove to be a relevant dimension in future analyses of

561

variability in reward sensitivity of PIT.

562
563
564

5. Further points of discussion
5.1. Clinical Relevance: Additional route to maladaptive habits

565

Results from a number of the studies reviewed above suggest that O-R priming can

566

be triggered in a relatively automatic manner, regardless of the motivational

567

significance of outcomes. This has implications for clinical practice as stimuli in the
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568

environment can trigger maladaptive reward-seeking responses as seen for example

569

in addiction and obesity (Boutelle & Bouton, 2015; Corbit & Janak, 2016; Hogarth,

570

2012; Hogarth & Chase, 2011; Watson et al., 2014). Unlike S-R habits which build up

571

over time and are specific to a particular stimulus or context (Balleine & O’Doherty,

572

2010), O-R priming can generalize to any cue that has previously been associated

573

with the instrumental outcome. Given the insensitivity to outcome devaluation, (S-)O-

574

R priming effects can thus be considered as a highly potent, additional, indirect path

575

to habitual control (in addition to context-bound S-R habitual responding; Watson &

576

de Wit, 2018). Neuroimaging results in humans support this claim as the posterior

577

putamen (involved in habitual S-R behaviour; S. de Wit et al., 2012; Delorme et al.,

578

2016; Liljeholm & O’Doherty, 2012; Tricomi, Balleine, & O’Doherty, 2009) is also

579

implicated during cue-elicited O-R priming (Bray et al., 2008; Prévost et al., 2012;

580

van Steenbergen et al, 2017).

581
582

The insensitivity to outcome devaluation displayed by both (S-)O-R priming and S-R

583

habits that are triggered by specific contexts, is problematic for many current

584

approaches to treatment that rely on explicitly devaluing outcome value (for example

585

by health warnings), as the data reviewed above suggests that this approach will

586

have little effect on reducing cue-elicited responding for signalled rewards (Boutelle &

587

Bouton, 2015; Verhoeven et al, 2018). Indeed, relapse rates remain high in those

588

with drug and alcohol dependence and weight loss is rarely maintained following

589

dietary interventions (Elfhag & Rössner, 2005; McLellan, Lewis, O’Brien, & Kleber,

590

2000).This raises the question as to how O-R priming effects could be disrupted or

591

diminished. Attempts have been made to use extinction and relearning procedures to

592

modify the Pavlovian S-O contingencies in order to reduce the ability of stimuli to

593

indirectly trigger O-R behaviour. Reports on the effectiveness of such extinction

594

procedures are, however, mixed. Using a PIT paradigm with various extinction

595

procedures after initial Pavlovian training, Delamater (1996) reported that, in rats,

596

extinction procedures in which the cue was paired with no outcome, or paired with a

597

different outcome did not reduce the degree to which the cues were still able to elicit

598

anticipation of the original outcome and its associated instrumental response.

599

However, Delamater later reported that if the initial Pavlovian training was brief, then

600

an equivalent number of extinction trials did lead to a reduced PIT effect (Delamater,

601

2012). In humans, similar manipulations have been used to investigate the effect of

602

S-O extinction on O-R priming (Hogarth et al., 2014; Rosas, Paredes-Olay, García-

603

Gutiérrez, Espinosa, & Abad, 2010). These studies have reported that while the

604

extinction procedure successfully reduced participants’ self-reported expectancy that
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605

the outcome would follow the cue, the cue still triggered the instrumental response

606

directed toward the previously associated outcome (Hogarth et al., 2014: Experiment

607

1; Rosas et al., 2010: Experiments 1 & 2). However, the S-O-R priming effect does

608

show a degree of flexibility as Rosas and colleagues (2010: Experiment 3) showed

609

that if the Pavlovian stimulus is retrained as a signal that the alternative reward is

610

available then participants will begin responding for the other reward during the test

611

phase in the presence of that cue. Similarly, Hogarth (2014: Experiment 2)

612

demonstrated that a beer stimulus trained to signal the availability of chocolate

613

caused participants to push more for chocolate. However, through this discriminative

614

extinction training, participants may have learned explicitly that the CS functioned as

615

a hierarchical cue signalling that the instrumental response for the alternative

616

outcome (rather than the signalled outcome) would be reinforced, thereby allowing

617

an explicit strategy to override the associative O-R priming effect.

618
619

5.2. Approach and Avoidance as Instrumental Actions

620

All of the studies that have been considered thus far have examined how

621

presentation or anticipation of an outcome can prime instrumental responses (usually

622

left and right keyboard presses) that previously led to perceptually or affectively

623

similar outcomes. In a related line of research, the focus is on actions that may be

624

inherently valenced – specifically those labelled as “approach” versus “avoidance”. A

625

number of studies have systematically investigated how Pavlovian stimuli facilitate

626

and inhibit approach and avoidance actions revealing a complex interaction between

627

Pavlovian outcome valence, instrumental outcome valence and action valence

628

(approach or avoid: Geurts, Huys, den Ouden, & Cools, 2013a; Geurts et al., 2013b;

629

Huys et al., 2011; Ly, Huys, Stins, Roelofs, & Cools, 2014). In the study of Huys and

630

colleagues (2011) participants received financial rewards for making both

631

instrumental approach movements (e.g. move the mouse cursor towards a yellow

632

mushroom) and instrumental avoidance actions (e.g. move the cursor away from an

633

orange mushroom). In a Pavlovian training phase, different patterns were associated

634

with financial loss or gain and these Pavlovian stimuli were then presented as

635

backgrounds while the participants made the instrumental approach and avoidance

636

movements during the test phase. Huys and colleagues (2011) demonstrated that

637

Pavlovian stimuli associated with winning will only facilitate instrumental approach

638

behaviours, but not instrumental avoid behaviours (even when it concerned a

639

signalled financial outcome of the instrumental avoidance response that was

640

affectively positive; i.e. financial gain). Likewise, Pavlovian stimuli associated with

641

losing money facilitated instrumental avoid behaviours, even when the instrumental
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642

avoidance behaviour previously led to winning a financial reward. Similar results

643

have been found using comparable designs (Geurts et al., 2013a; Ly et al., 2014; but

644

see: Geurts et al., 2013b who did not find facilitation/inhibition of specific approach

645

and avoid actions but rather more general effects). Importantly, both the approach

646

and avoidance actions in these aforementioned studies involved “going” (as opposed

647

to “not going”) so the results cannot be explained as increased excitation of the

648

motor system following presentation of appetitive Pavlovian stimuli (cf. Chiu et al.,

649

2014). Taken together, these studies provide convincing evidence that the indirect O-

650

R priming effect (in which cue-elicited anticipation of outcomes triggers associated

651

responses) is constrained by additional factors such as action valence.

652
653

6. Implications for theories of action control

654

The studies reviewed here highlight that O-R priming can arguably account for a

655

wide variety of behavioural phenomena and is a parsimonious mechanism by which

656

(cue-elicited) outcome anticipation leads to the selection of the appropriate motor

657

patterns required to achieve that outcome. Both the sensory and motivational

658

properties of outcomes can be encoded and mediate the O-R priming effect and to

659

some extent, the resulting actions do appear to be weighted by the motivational

660

significance of the anticipated outcomes, in cases where value can impact on the

661

strength of associative learning. However, it appears that O-R priming is not

662

immediately sensitive to (post-learning) changes in the motivational significance of

663

outcomes, as opposed to being dependent on further learning to allow for gradual

664

adjustment of associative weights (in a manner akin to S-R habit reinforcement;

665

Thorndike, 1911). This motivational insensitivity of the O-R mechanism has been

666

demonstrated in outcome devaluation studies. Therefore, it appears that O-R priming

667

is not moderated by immediate motivational factors.

668
669

This conclusion appears counterintuitive as there is no logical reason why the O-R

670

priming mechanism should not be modulated by incentive outcome value. In the

671

words of William James: “the fiat, the element of consent, or resolve that the act shall

672

ensue” (James, 1890, p. 501). Ideomotor theorists have proposed that task

673

instructions (“intentional weighting”; Hommel, 2003; Lavender & Hommel, 2007)

674

and/or expected hedonic value (Eder & Rothermund, 2013; Eder, Rothermund, De

675

Houwer, & Hommel, 2015) can affect the extent to which a given outcome (or

676

outcome dimension) can activate the associated response. An alternative way in

677

which the O-R pathway could contribute to goal-directed behaviour, is if it is

678

supplemented by a general motivational mechanism that simply boosts ongoing
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679

motor responses above a certain threshold at times that those outcomes are

680

motivationally relevant (Cartoni et al., 2016). Such a general motivational mechanism

681

has been incorporated in, for example, the revised associative-cybernetic Model; S.

682

de Wit & Dickinson, 2009; Dickinson & Balleine, 1994), and has been argued to allow

683

an O-R mechanism – at least under certain circumstances - to yield goal-directed

684

behaviour (S. de Wit & Dickinson, 2016).

685
686

The critical question remains then as to why most outcome-specific Pavlovian-to-

687

instrumental transfer studies have so far failed to provide evidence for goal-directed

688

behaviour. One explanation is that O-R associations are acquired as a consequence

689

of (stimulus-induced) outcome anticipation (“O”) preceding the reinforced response

690

during training. As a consequence, feed-forward “O”R associative links can

691

develop that are akin to stimulus-response links. Via these links, the retrieved

692

outcome representation could prime the associated response independently of its

693

current motivational value. Blocked training (as is common in many PIT studies)

694

could also give rise to direct OR links between the outcome of one trial and the

695

response on the subsequent trial (Ostlund & Balleine, 2007). However, one human

696

PIT study used a concurrent training schedule where the order of trials during

697

instrumental training was randomly intermixed and still reported insensitivity to

698

devaluation (Watson et al., 2014). Another possibility may be that O-R priming is in

699

fact sensitive to outcome value but that the experimental paradigms in use are simply

700

not optimally suited to reveal this. Seabrooke and colleagues (2017) argue that the

701

standard PIT paradigm is highly sensitive to O-R priming effects for the devalued

702

outcome (as measured in reference to a baseline condition, where participants tend

703

to respond rarely for the devalued outcome). By contrast, there is limited scope for

704

identifying a PIT effect for the valuable outcomes (due to ceiling effects from high

705

levels of responding already present during the baseline trials). Using a modified PIT

706

design, this issue was investigated by Rescorla (1994, Experiment 3) by pairing each

707

Pavlovian stimulus and instrumental response with two rewards: one to-still-be-

708

valuable and one to-be-devalued outcome during test. This way, there was no

709

baseline difference in the two instrumental responses (Pavlovian training: S1-O1 or

710

O2; S2 -O3 or -O4; instrumental training: R1-O1 or O3; R2-O2 or O4; test phase: O1

711

and O4 devalued). Nonetheless, the animals performed R1 as frequently in the

712

presence of S1 (with which it shared a devalued outcome) as S2 (sharing a valuable

713

outcome), demonstrating again the insensitivity of OS PIT to outcome devaluation

714

(Rescorla, 1994). Future studies should investigate whether this effect can be

715

replicated in humans (Seabrooke, 2017). A final possibility is that O-R priming may
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716

simply be an inflexible mechanism that is based purely on learned associations

717

between responses and sensory/affective properties of outcomes, that is not at some

718

stage integrated with motivational processes that allow for adjustments on the basis

719

of changes in outcome value. It merely serves then to bring to mind available actions,

720

without allowing some of these actions to be prioritised above others in light of

721

current needs and desires. The current paradigms may isolate the sensory O-R

722

priming mechanism and thereby prevent the integration with mechanisms that allow

723

for modulation of behaviour on the basis of outcome value to become visible. If we

724

consider the classic PIT paradigm, this offers a highly impoverished context, in the

725

sense that on each trial only a single outcome is signalled to be available and

726

participants are encouraged to choose between two response alternatives (where not

727

responding is generally not an option). This situation may not be optimally conducive

728

to the engagement of motivational processes, compared for example to the general

729

PIT paradigm where there are more degrees of freedom with the critical variable

730

being the vigour of responding. Therefore, to further assess the validity of models

731

that include the integration of the specific O-R priming effect with a more general

732

motivational mechanism, future studies should adopt more ecologically valid

733

paradigms with multiple cues, responses and outcomes. As mentioned before,

734

another relevant future direction is to disentangle whether particular task paradigms

735

and instructions engender more explicit strategies in human participants.

736
737

Future research along the lines proposed here is needed to determine whether O-R

738

priming can fully account for intentional human behaviour and detail the conditions

739

under which the O-R mechanism is constrained by motivational factors. The

740

explosion of research in this field in recent years means that we will doubtlessly gain

741

further insight into this important fundamental issue. This research should reveal

742

why, in the classic PIT paradigm, O-R priming is inflexible and difficult to adjust or

743

disrupt. This work has important implications not only for theoretical models but also

744

for the appropriate clinical approach towards maladaptive and compulsive

745

behaviours.
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